Abstract. This paper considers various types of principal ideals generated by single compact operators on a separable Hubert space. In particular, necessary and sufficient condtions that a principal ideal be normable are given. Relations between principal ideals and duals of Lorentz and Orlicz spaces are also given. All conditions are expressed using the singular numbers of the operator.
1. Introduction. The objective of this paper is to examine certain aspects of the principal ideal structure of bounded linear operators, %(%), on a separable Hilbert space. For example, we will give necessary and sufficient conditions that a principal ideal be normable. We shall exhibit a class of principal ideals equivalent to Orlicz spaces. We will also show a connection between certain principal ideals and the Sn classes of Gohberg and Krein.
Let 7 G %(%), the compact operators on X, and let [s"(T)) be the eigenvalues of V7*7, arranged in decreasing order and counted according to multiplicity. The values s"(T) are called the singular numbers of 7. We denote by ??(T) the principal ideal generated by 7. We will show that there exists a class of principal ideals <3) (7) which are characterized by the set of operators <3l for which in(5l) = 0(sn(T)). We shall also show that if 9(T) c <3>(7), then there is an S G %(%) such that 9(T) C 9(S) C <$(R).
The principal tool used in this investigation is the theorem proved by Calkin [4] which asserts the existence of a one-to-one lattice serving correspondence between the two-sided ideals of %(%) and sets of bounded sequences of positive numbers. This tool was improved by Morris and Salinas [6] to the extent that one need only consider sets of positive decreasing sequences. Recently, Blass and Weiss [2] and Weiss [11] have further refined this tool by defining a "frequency sequence" associated with each positive sequence.
In §2 we consider types of regularity conditions on sequences which will form the basis of our results on ideals. Also we begin our discussion of the frequency method. In §3 we give our fundamental structure theorems for principal ideals generated by operators having singular numbers satisfying the aforementioned regularity conditons. In §4 we will further develop the frequency method by giving various applications of the Schweinsberg [10] theorem stating that every principal ideal 9(T) is the intersection of all ideals §(/) ={ae %(%): 2 f(as"(A)) < oo, for some a > O),
where/is an admissible function and where F G S(/). In the remainder of this section we introduce notation and give preliminary results used throughout this paper.
We first define the following classes of sequences of real numbers: c -the set of all bounded positive sequences; c0 -the set of all positive sequences which have limit zero; Cq -the subset of c0 of decreasing sequences; cp -the subset of lp of positive sequences; cp -the subset of cp of decreasing sequences. Let {/!>,} 6 c, Define {p"+) to be the sequence consisting of the terms of (ijj,} arranged in decreasing order. If {pn} E c, then {pj¡k)) is the sequence formed from {p"} by repeating each pn, k times.
Let / c c. We say that / is an ideal set if it satisfies the following: (1.1) If {a"} G /, then {\,(n)} G / where 77 is any permutation of the integers.
(1.2) If {A"} G / and if 0 < p" < A", then {p") E J. (1.3) If {ii"} G J and {X"} G /, then {pn + X"] E J.
For example, c0, c, and cp are all ideal sets. If % is a separable Hilbert space and / is an ideal set then there is a unique two-sided ideal, j-, of operators F G %(%) whose sequence of singular numbers {sn(T)) E J. Conversely, to any ideal ¡f-c %(%) there corresponds in the same way a unique ideal set. For example, to the ideal of compact operators 5C(9C) corresponds c0, and to the ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt operators corresponds c2.
If / is an ideal set, then / +, the subset of decreasing sequences, is called a characteristic set. Conversely, from any subset J + of c¡¡~ satisfying (1.2) and (1.3) and the condition that Àn(2) G / + if {Xn) E J +, we can generate an ideal set by including all permutations of all sequences in / +. This result of Morris and Salinas [6] helps to facilitate the study of ideals. Indeed there is a one-to-one lattice isomorphism from the lattice of ideals of %(%) onto the lattice of characteristic sets. Thus any result established about characteristic sets yields an analogue for ideals of operators.
Let F G %(%). We denote by ^(F) the principal ideal generated by F and by P({sk(T)}) the characteristic set corresponding to <$(T). Let P({\}) be the characteristic set corresponding to the principal ideal of any positive operator 7 with eigenvalues {\,} counted according to multiplicity. Morris and Salinas [6] characterized such sets in the following theorem.
Theorem A. Let {Xn} G c¿. Then P({K}) = {{ft,} e c0+: pn = 0(X"k)),for some integer k), or, equivalent ly, (1.4) P({Xn}) = {{/L,} G c0+: sup pnk/\, < co,forsome integer k).
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In association with P({Xn}) we define 2. Regularity conditions. In this section we shall consider sequences in c0+ which satisfy various types of regularity conditions. Principal ideals generated by operators whose singular numbers satisfy these conditions will be seen to exhibit interesting properties and particularly simple structure. We begin with a rather weak type of regularity.
Definition 2.1. The sequence {\) G c¡f is said to be semiregular if for every integer k > I, we have supnX"/A"& = ck < oo.
For example, the sequences {n~p}, and {(log n)~p),p > 0, are semiregular, while {2_n} is not. Definition 2.2. The sequence {\,} G c0+ is said to be regular // 2"_,Ay = 0(nXn).
If the sequence [Xn) E Cq is regular then we have the inequalities nk n 2 Xj < cnkXnk, 2 Xj > nXn. In the following result we give an alternate characterization of regularity, which is a generalization of a result of Altshuler On the other hand, if for some k and all «, 2*l,Ay/2"_,Ày > /* > 1, then
Thus 2"^. < k(lk -l)_1«Xn, and the theorem is proved. The condition of regularity on the sequence {X"} is a necessary and sufficient condition that the Lorentz sequence spaces generated by {{pn) E c0+: ~2X"pp < oo},p > 1, be uniformly convex [1] . A slightly different type of regularity is contained in the following definition. The sequence {a"} G c¡¡~ is said to be regularly decreasing if there exists an integer k > 2 such that for each n = 1,2,...
This definition was used by Salinas [8] in the study of commutants of ideals of operators. Certain subclasses of semiregular sequences are regularly decreasing. In particular, if {Xn} G c¿ is semiregular with ck < k for some k then
and so {\} is regularly decreasing. On the other hand, if {X"} is regularly decreasing then it is obvious that {X"} is semiregular. That certain semiregular sequences are regular is the content of the next result.
Theorem 2.6. Let {\,} G c¿f be a semiregular sequence for which
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use sup"X"/X"k = ck < k for some k. Then {\"} is regular.
Proof. From the inequality ck ¡¡n
Now since ck/k < 1, an application of Theorem 2.4 gives that [Xn] is regular. We will conclude this section by considering aspects of a regular sequence as reflected by its frequency sequence.
Definition 2.7. For c > 1, let Ij(c) = [c~j, c~J+l). For any (pn) E c0+ define Mj(p; c) to be the number of pn's in 7(c). We also define the cummulative frequency Nn(p;c)= ÎMj(p;c).
7=1
Ifc = 2 we write Nn(p) = Nn(p; 2) andMn(p) = Mn(p; 2).
With these notions we can give necessary and sufficient conditions that sequences be regular or semiregular. In §4 a special role will be played by subclasses of the semiregular sequences {p"} for which the ratios {N"(p)/Nn+X(p)} Êcf+, for some p > 1. (Namely, we will show that for such a {pn), the sets P(( pn)) generate Orlicz spaces.) Such sequences descend very slowly. For example {(log n)~l), n > 3, satisfies this condition, but the semiregular sequences {n~p),p > 0, do not. 3. Principal ideals and regularity conditions. In considering characteristic sets generated by regular or semiregular sequences, we shall discover they have a very simple structure. In fact our main result will establish that if the sequence is regular, principal ideals have a norm structure. The types of normed ideals in which we are interested in are contained in Definition 3.1. Let {X"} E Cq. Define SA to be the set of compact operators T whose singular numbers {sn(T)} satisfy sup ¿ Sj(T)/ 2 A,-< oo. Proof. The condition of semiregularity on {Xn} clearly implies that (X^k)) E 0({X")), and hence that P({X"}) = 0({X")) by Theorem A. Conversely if {Af>} G P({\}), then Xf) = 0(X") and, therefore,, supnXn/Xnk < oo, for each k.
So we see that if {A"} is semiregular the principal characteristic set generated by {\,} has a particularly simple structure. In the case that {Xn) is regular we have the following result. To prove this result we will need several lemmas.
Lemma 3.5. // {a"} G c0+ then P({X<*>}) = P({Xn)), and Sm = SA, for k -1,2.
Proof. We know that P({Xn}) ç P({\j*>}); the other inclusion P({X"(Ar)}) C P({a"}) is obvious because (X¡¡k)) E P({X"}). From the fact that the sequence {Xj¡k)} is termwise greater than {Xn) we see that SAw D SA. But The proof is elementary. We pass on to the proof of Theorem 3.4. If {Xn} is regular then {p"} G SA implies {p"} E 0({Xn)) by Lemma 3.6. An application of Theorem 2.3 gives that SA C 7({X"}). Since P({\}) Q SA for all sequences (X,,} G c0+,we have SA = P({Xn}).
Suppose now that {X"} is not regular. We shall construct a sequence {a"} G c0+ such that {«"} G SA but {«"} G 0({\j¡k)}), for each k = 1, 2,....
By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.9 there are sequences {aXJ}, {a2J},..., which satisfy {akJ) E SAw and {akJ} G 0({X¡¡k)}). Since Xj,k) > Xn and, by Lemma 3.5, SAm = SA, we have that each sequence {akJ} is bounded in the norm of SA. If ak denotes the norm of {akJ} and if we define (3.10) a, = f «kj/ {^2% / = 1, 2,..., it is obvious that (a,} G SA. But, from (3.10), there is a constant ck such that aj > ckakj for each *• So> we see that {«7} 2 Uk-i°({Kk)}) = ^({\i})»and the proof is complete.
There are a number of results connecting principal characteristic sets of one sequence to the characteristic sets SA of another sequence. We summarize these in the next theorem. Theorem 3.11. Let {X"}, {tr") E c0+ \ cx+. (i) If P({Xn}) = Sn, then {X"} is regular and, hence, SA = Sn.
(ii) IfP({X")) = P({tr")) and if {tt"} is regular, then {A"} is regular. We now consider the relation of SA to P({Xn}) in the case {X"} is not regular. We require the following technical lemma. Thus, by Theorem A, {£"} G P({tr")).
If we can show that {£"} G S^ the theorem will be proved. To this end it is sufficient, by Theorem C, to show that Proof. Suppose ?P(F) is a normed ideal, and let $ be the norm of "éP(F). Let S$ and §$, denote, respectively, the minimal and maximal normed ideals relative to 0. Applying Theorem 4.8 of Salinas [7] we have S¡¡, c ^(T) C S*. From Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.7c of Salinas [7] we have S* = (S°)xxç3>*x(F)=SncS£x -S», where U = {rr"} = {s"(T)). But then S^ = Sn. By Salinas [7, Theorem 2.3] License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use we have S% = S&. Thus S^ C 9(7) ç Sn» and isn(T))is regular.
On the other hand, if (i"(7)} is regular, then, from Theorem 3.4, 9(7) = Sn, where {*"} = [s"(T)).
4. The frequency method. We return to the consideration of sequences described in the form {2-n; Mn). Blass and Weiss [2] have shown that it is quite sufficient to consider only such sequences for the purpose of studying ideal sets. We shall also need the characteristic sets first introduced by Brown, Pearcy, and Salinas [3] . A refinement of Salinas' technique gives that we can assume [£npn) E Cq.
The fundamental theorem relating classes S(f) and 7({X"}) is due to A. Schweinsberg [10] :
feA There are a number of applications of this theorem. For example, let /,,/2 G A be noncommensurable in the sense that there are two sequences { pn) and {X"} in c0+ for which [p"}ES(fx), (Xn)ES(f2), {p"}GS(/2), (X"}G5(/,).
Then it is obvious (cf. Brown, Pearcy, and Salinas [3] ) from Theorem E that P({ pn)) ci 7({X"}) and 7({X"}) g 7({ p"}), and we have For example, the sequences {n~p}, {2~pn}, {(n\)~p),p > 0, all satisfy (*), but slowly decreasing sequences such as {(log n)~ '} do not. Proof. If (X") satisfies (*) it is a routine calculation to show that P({X"}) C M(f) for every/ G A. Then by Theorem E the result follows. Now we assume P({X"}) c M(f) for every / G A. By our remarks above we can assume that {Xn} = {2~n; Mn) and/ is constant on each {/"}. By Lemma 2.1 of Schweinsberg [10] we conclude that 2 MJ+m <c^Mj = cNn.
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From the fact that N" is diverging to oo we can assume that Nn+m < cN" for all n. Thus there is an integer k such that kNn_x > Nn+m and, hence, kN" > N"+m. Therefore WA"" < 2-<»+"72-" = 2-m.
If Nn_x < j <, Nn we have XkJ/Xj < Kn".,/^n" < 2~m-
Since m is arbitrary we see that {X"} satisfies (*), and the theorem is proved. Our next application of the "frequency method" is contained Proof. If pn = 0(X"), then for some k, pn < 2kXn. Thus if pj > 2~", then Xj > 2-(n+k) and, hence, N"(p) < Nn+k(X).
To prove the converse, first replace each of the given sequences by its equivalent frequency sequence: {i7"} = {2~"% Mn(p)) and {X"} = {2~n; M"(X)}. We want to show that if N"(p) < Nn+k(X) for all n, then (4-5> ^"+t(A) < 2k+V4(A).
From the hypothesis we have ftv"+t0o ** ftv"(M)-If w = 1> (4-5) is apparent. We proceed indirectly assuming (4.6) /%"_,+t(A) < 2k+%"_J+k(\) for/ = 1, 2,..., n -1.
To establish (4.5) we consider four cases. In the two cases (0 Nn.x(p) < Nn(p), Nn_x+k(X) = Nn+k(X), and (ü) Nn.x(p) = N"(p), Nn_x+k(X) = Nn+k(X), (4.5) follows immediately from (4.6) with/ = 1. In the third case,
we see that pN ((l) G /", X^ (X) G In+k,'and so (4.5) holds. Finally if (iv) Nn_x(p) = Nn(p), Nn_x+k(X) < N"+_k(X), we must have Nn(p) < Nn+k(X), and so ftv"+4(\) < 2 ". This, together with V,+*M e I"+k> gives (4.5).
To complete the proof suppose Nn+k_x(X) < j < Nn+k(X); then / > -i(ft) or jxj < 2-"+x. Since X,. = 2"""* we have jl/X, = 2k+x. Now we need only recall that 1 < py//T < 2 and 1 < Xj/Xj < 2 and the proof is complete.
In Theorem 4.1 we proved that principal ideals are not well ordered by inclusion. Suppose that 7({p"})c 7({X"}). Then can we "interpolate" these two characteristic sets by a characteristic set of the same type? That is, does there exist a sequence {p"} G c¿ such that This question can be answered using the frequency method. We begin by proving some preliminary results which are interesting in themselves.
To establish (4.6) we will need to consider whether or nto S(f)\ P({//,"}) =*= 0 whenever [p"] E S(f). It turns out, surprisingly, that there are sequences {p") and corresponding functions/ G £E such that (4) (5) (6) (7) P({pn)) = S(f).
The concept of semiregularity plays an important role in the ensuing discussion. We say that an admissible function / G ($, is monogenerating if there exist constants a > 1, c > 0 and e > 0 such that /(ax) < cf(x) for 0 < x < e. (ii) If { pn) is not semiregular and f E (£ sums {p"), then P({ p")) C S(f).
Proof, (i) Since/is monogenerating, D(f) = S(f) (cf. [3] ) and, since {p") is semiregular, 7({ pn)) = 0({ p")) by Theorem 3.3. From Theorem D there is an increasing sequence {£"} with limit oo such that {£"ft,} G D(f). If S(f) = F({/x"}) then {£"¡ti"} = 0(pn). This is impossible and so P({pn})cS(f).
(ii) We assume with no loss in generality that {p") E M(f). Then there exists an increasing sequence of integers {&"}, with limit oo, such that 2"-i*J(ft,) < oo. Let {£"} = {pn; kn). Clearly {£"} G S(f). Now let A = S/.jA:, and define a" by p" = qnk + rn, 0 < rn < k. It is clear that ^ = pn and pj^ = p?n. Since Urn p"/n = oo, we see that lim a"//z = oo. Now select N such that qn/n > 2 for all n > N. Then SUP -öfeT > SUP "TIT = sup --> sup -= oo, n p),"' n ppKJ ">N Pgn n>N p2n since { pn] is not semiregular, and the proof is complete. From Theorem 4.8 we can deduce that if P({pn}) = S(f) then (i) {pn} must be semiregular and (ii) f E & must not be monogenerating. In the following theorem we exhibit a class of sequences {pn) for which we can satisfy (4.7) for some/ G &. Proof. If { pn] is as above we can assume with no loss in generality that Nn/Nn+X < \ and so {ju"} is semiregular. Therefore P({p"}) = 0({p"}). If {vn) G 0({ pn}) then it is easy to see that sup"vNJpNi> = s\xonvNJ2~" = oo.
Thus there is a sequence of integers {nk}, increasing to oo, such that vN > 2~"kk. Since {vn} G c0+ we see that it is termwise greater than the sequence {pn) = {2~"kk; N"k -\J. Now we define/ G £E to be constant on each /" and for which since for all k > p each term of the above series is greater than 1. This completes the proof. It can be shown that the tails of the sequences defined in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.9 are regular. Moreover, it can be shown, using Corollary 2.9, that the functions / constructed in the proof are essentially convex (but not mononormalizing). Thus there exist sequences {tt"} E Cq for which we can satisfy the equality P({irn)) = S(f) = Sn, where S(f) generates an Orlicz space.
Theorem 4.10. Let {/l,} and {\,} G c0+, and P({p")) C 7({Xn}). Then there exists a sequence {p"} G c¿ for which (4.6)* holds.
Proof. With no loss in generality we can assume that p" < X", n = 1, 2,....
From Theorem E there exists an/ G & such that {p"} E S(f) but {XJ g S(f). Assume for the moment that S(f)\P({p"))¥= 0. Then we can find a sequence {p"} G S(f)\P({ p")) which satisfies p" < X". Again by Theorem E, P({Pn)) ç P({\)) and, by construction, 7({p"}) ç 7({p"}). This is (4.6)*, and the theorem is proved modulo the assumption.
In regard to the assumption S(f) \ P({ p"}) ¥= 0 we see by Theorem 4.8 that the assumption is valid if { pn) is not semiregular. In the case {pn) is semiregular we have that P({pn))= 0({pn)) by Theorem 3.3. Thus if •^({fti}) G 7({X"}) then X" ¥= 0(p"). It is easy to construct a sequence of positive terms {£"}, increasing to infinity such that X" ¥= 0(£np"), H"pn E c0+.
Defining irn = %npn, it follows that mn ¥= O (ft,), that mn > \, and that irn/irnk " CftiA&jfcft.*) < V-nlKk < oo-This is to say that (irn) is semiregular and p({Pn)) E 7({7r"}). Since {X"} ^ 7({irn}) there is a function fxE& such that {\,f$ S(fx), and {*"} G S(fx). Since S(fx) D P({wn)) we have S(fx) \ -^({ft})^ 0-This proves the assumption was valid and the theorem is proved. Proof. From (4.12), P({vn}) ç 7({X"}). If {X"} G 7({7r"}), then {X"} G Sn. But then, by Theorem C, n in sup 2 Xj/ 2 1/ < oo, " 7=1 7=1 which contradicts (4.13).
